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served. However, it is possible that the plaintiffs might wish to put on
further evidence to counter what Peter Maxwell says in his affidavit as for
example where he says that the Bethcar file reveals that witness X has
relevance to the litigation but he has died and therefore there is prejudice as
against the defendant. In response to that, the plaintiff might put on evidence
that whilst witness X is no longer available, witnesses A and B were also in a
position to know those facts and circumstances, and they are available, that is
the way the argument unfolded in Batistatos.
Counsel have come up with a compromise, with which I concur, and it is set out
in the attached letter drawn by Mr Woods of counsel, and submitted to senior
counsel to settle. I doubt whether there will be any substantial change to the
draft, as the letter was drawn after a conference with senior counsel.
Basically, the offer to be made to the plaintiffs, subject to your concurrence
is that the defendant's application proceed on 20 February, to be run
concurrently with the plaintiffs application, that the evidence adduced be
evidence in both applications, and that the applications against the other 14
plaintiffs be stood over to await the determination of the application in the
matter of Kathleen Biles.
May I please have timely instructions to proceed on this basis. The major
changes to the previous instructions is that the applications in respect of the
other 14 claims are deferred for the moment, and the application is now to be
run concurrently, and not as a preliminary issue. I need to get the finalised
version off to the plaintiffs' lawyers this morning, so an urgent reply would
be welcome. The plaintiffs are awaiting to see what compromise we are willing
to put up before having the matter listed for further directions as a result of
the filing of the defendants motion.
Should you wish to discuss, please telephone me.
Evangelos G Manollaras
Solicitor
for Crown Solicitor
Torts Service/Regulatory Practice Group çCROWN SOLICITOR'S OFFICE
Level 5 960-70 ElizabethStreet cSydney NSW 2000 cDX 19 Sydney
Direct Line 02 9224 5103 çFax 02 9224 5122 *
Evangelos_G_ManoIlaras@agd.nsw.gov.au
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